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Reborn Pro3 Foldable Tower Bimini 
Installation Guide 

 

Designed and produced by Reborn Towers 

 

WARNING: BIMINI MUST BE FOLDED when driving at  

high speeds (>40MPH) to ensure product and personal safety. 
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How to choose the correct size 

 

Reborn pro3 foldable Bimini is designed for Reborn launch tower and thrust tower only. It cannot fit other Origin 

&Reborn towers or other brands of universal tower on market. 

 

We offer 2 sizes 1900V and 2200V for this Bimini. 

• If your tower is Reborn launch tower, size 1900V can fit boat beam up to 88in, otherwise please go to 
order 2200V. 
 

• If your tower is Reborn thrust tower, size 1900V can fit boat beam up to 98in, otherwise please go to 

order 2200V. 
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Step1: Install the clamps on the tower referring to the positions as shown in below picture. The 
positions of clamps are very important to ensure the Bimini have the nicest shape. 
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Step2: Measure the distance between the left and right clamp, then assemble the stainless frame as 
shown in the picture, use the pins to adjust the width of the Bimini feet as close as the tower clamps 
you just measured. 
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Step3: Attach the stainless frames onto the tower. 

Double check above drawing before you attach the Bimini legs onto the tower. Make sure the longer Bimini 
leg with nylon strap attach to rear leg, and the short legs attach to front leg. 

 

Step4: Wear the canvas onto the stainless frame with zipper. 
 

Step5: Adjust the canopy fit the frame perfectly, tighten the canopy with straps. 

 

When you don't use the Bimini top, you can fold it and wear the boot as show in below picture. 
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